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LOW-LOSS ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTS

Field Of The Invention
The present invention relates to electronic circuit interconnection, and more particularly to apparatus and methods for interconnecting separable electronic circuits along defined electronic circuit interfaces.

Background Of The Invention
The use of wadded conductor contacts or "buttons" mounted in insulator substrates to form "button boards" is a known type of interface device for electronic circuit coupling. They typically provide both direct coupling and physical separation between electronic circuits, which are commonly formed on adjacent circuit boards. Most frequently, resilient bundles or "wads" of fine electric current conductors are retentively engaged in corresponding holes in or passing through the non-conductive substrate carrier board. The ends of these wads or "buttons" are exposed and typically protrude at the respective surface of the insulative carrier board; see for example U.S. Patents No. 4,581,679 and 4,574,331. Such conductive wads have very low resistance to current when their exposed ends or "buttons" are compressively engaged with surface contact pad areas on the circuit boards.
Furthermore, because their ratio of diameter to length in a compressed state is considerably larger than contacts previously known in the connector art and because of their random internal multi-contact composition, such wadded conductor elements have relatively low capacitance and inductance, and so they provide relatively low impedance for dynamic electronic circuit configurations, such as are used for high speed data processing and other high bandwidth applications.

Even though such button boards are technically superior to many other electronic circuit interconnection arrangements, previously proposed designs have presented a number of practical problems in their fabrication and use. Hereetofore, cylindrical button contacts of wadded fine conductor wires have been inserted axially into generally uniform cylindrical holes which were formed in the substrate such as by acid etching of ceramicized glass substrates or drilling a laminated or sheet plastic insulator sheet. The button wads fill the respective holes and are held in place in their corresponding holes by compressive radial frictional engagement with the side walls of each of the holes. Because of this relationship, insertion of the button wads into their respective holes has been a difficult process. The threshold problem was in feeding or threading the leading end of each wad into the respective hole. Further, as each wad is so inserted, insertion resistance increases with increasing insertion depth because the wad-to-hole wall contact area increases with increasing insertion depth. This insertion relationship also made the simple wad-filled hole
construction unsuitable for use of long button contacts through substrates having significant thickness, because of the great insertion resistance.

Although the restricted diameter of the holes was deemed necessary to satisfactorily retain the inserted wads, the resulting frictional engagement of the wads with the holes impaired the spring movement of the contacts and hence reduced the effective desirable resiliency of the inserted wads. This was especially true when the holes were formed by etching or drilling, because any roughness or surface discontinuities on the hole walls increased the friction and/or catching of the fine conductors of the contact wads on the walls of the holes. The impairment of spring action movement of the contacts could adversely effect the positioning of the contact ends and cause variances in the compressive engagement of the multiple conductive strand elements making up the contact end surface with an opposed conductive contact surface, with attendant unpredictability of the electrical resistance through the resulting contact interface.

Further, any strand segment or segments of the contact which were misaligned with the respective hole, either because of spreading or "mushrooming" of the protruding contact end or any pulling or other lateral detachment or displacement of a strand segment from the cylindrical contact body became "loose strands" which could be caught between the substrate and the adjacent mating components. This would preclude proper surface-to-surface seating of the component on the substrate and correspondingly limit the compressive force on the main body of the contact and also effect the resultant electrical resistance through the contacts. Such loose
strands also can cause short circuits to adjacent conductors on the interconnect substrate or on the respective mating component, such as a circuit board.

The lack of free movement of the contact ends can also cause the buttons to shift off center when compressed in use.

Of course, if the hole diameter is increased to permit a greater degree of resiliency for the buttons, the wad will not be as securely retained in the hole, and the buttons can be easily dislodged during handling and, in some instances, during use.

Objects Of The Invention

Therefore, a primary object of the present invention is to provide improved interconnects using waded conductor contact elements and which overcome the aforenoted problems.

More specific objects are to reduce insertion resistance for placement of conductor button wads into corresponding holes of an interconnect substrate and to provide consistent predictable spring action movement of the end portions of the wads.

Another object of the invention is to retain each contact wad in its corresponding hole during assembly and shipment.

Still other objects of the invention are to assure reception of all strands of the button wad end within the respective hole in the substrate, and to prevent short circuits between each button and other conductive elements of associated components.
A further object of the invention is to improve the axial centering of the buttons during compression between associated contacts.

A still further object of the invention is to increase the possible insertion length for the wads to allow thick button boards to be fabricated.

The above-described objects, as well as other objects and advantages will be perceived in connection with the description of the preferred embodiment and the appended claims.

Summary Of The Invention

The present invention includes a button board configuration with specially shaped holes through the board, which provides easier insertion of the wadded conductor contact elements. The lower resistance to wad insertion aids in fully seating the wads within their respective holes. It also avoids undue impairment of the resilient movement of the contact portions of the buttons, prevents adverse effects of "loose strands" and minimizes the likelihood of off-center shift. It also allows long contact wads to be fully inserted into holes in very thick button boards. Specifically, the wad receiving holes are configured to have constriction/retention zones of minimum length and enlarged end portions which allow unrestricted movement of the contact end portions of each wad. The end portions of the holes are chamfer-tapered, or chamfer-tapered and countersunk, to facilitate wad insertion as well as lower insertion resistance. Because of the additional wad-to-hole wall clearance provided on each hole end, the button wads retain more effective resilience when compressed by associated surface contacts and their
strands are able to expand laterally without overlapping the substrate around their respective holes, thereby preventing interference with abutment positioning of mating components and also prevent unintentional short circuits to adjacent conductive elements.

**Description Of The Drawings**

Figure 1 is an enlarged perspective view of a button board which incorporates the preferred embodiment of the invention.

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of the button board along line 2-2 in Figure 1.

Figures 3 is a corresponding view of the board substrate shown in Figure 2.

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view corresponding to Figure 2 with an alternate embodiment of the invention.

Figures 5 is a corresponding view of the board substrate in Figure 4.

Figure 6 is a sectional view of an interconnect assembly incorporating the preferred embodiment of the invention coupled to associated circuit boards.

Figure 7 is a sectional view of an interconnect assembly incorporating the alternate embodiment of the invention coupled to associated circuit boards with modified forms of contact interfaces.

Figure 8 is a button board incorporating the invention with recessed buttons along one contact surface.

Figure 9 is a button board incorporating the invention with recessed buttons along both contact surfaces.
Figures 10 and 11 are further enlarged sectional views of board substrate section illustrating in greater detail examples of suitable cavity or hole configurations.

Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 are sectional views of other contact interface assemblies employing teachings of this invention, the latter four illustrating the inclusion of movable plunger-type contact elements associated with the buttons.

Description Of The Preferred Embodiment

Referring to the drawings, wherein like reference characters designate like or corresponding parts throughout the views, Figures 1 and 2 show a representational electrical circuit interface assembly in the form of a button board assembly 2 incorporating the present invention. The assembly 2 includes an electrical insulator substrate board or carrier 4, which although shown as generally rectangular, may have any other desired shape, such as cylindrical or tubular. Also, the relative thickness of the carrier and length of the contact wads are exaggerated in these drawings. In most instances the carrier 4 is a thin flat rigid or semi-rigid planar sheet or board and the contact wads are correspondingly short, being of slightly greater relaxed length than the thickness dimension of the carrier 4. Typically, the carrier 4 has a thickness in the range of 0.020 to 0.110 inch.

The carrier 4 includes at least one hole 6 therethrough, but typically there are a plurality of holes 6 arranged about the board in an array, such as a grid pattern, chosen to correspond to the potential locations of circuit interconnection between associated electronic
circuit interconnection contacts with which the assembly 2 is to be used. The holes 6 extend from a first surface 8 of the carrier 4 to a second surface 10 of the carrier 4, with the second surface 10 typically being opposite and parallel to the first surface 8.

The hole 6 at each location where an interconnection is desired contains a resilient contact button "wad" 12. Each of the wads 12 comprises a resiliently wadded conductor, typically in the form of an elongated cylindrical contact element comprising a resiliently and randomly wadded single thin gauge electrically conductive wire. By way of example only, the wads 12 may be of the type commercially marketed by Tecknit of Cranford, New Jersey under the designation "Fuzz Button" and by AmCon of Hawthorne, California under the designation "Button Contact". The wads 12 extend generally from at least the first surface 8 to the second surface 10, and protrude slightly beyond both the first surface 8 and the second surface 10. The ends of each of the wads 12 exposed at the first surface 8 and the second surface 10 comprise button contacts 14 of the button board assembly 2.

A cross-sectional view of the button board 2 in Figure 1 along line 2-2, incorporating a preferred embodiment of the present invention, is shown in Figure 2. Each of the holes 6 has a short central straight cylindrical section 16 intermediate the first surface 8 and the second surface 10. This section 16 is smaller in cross-sectional configuration and/or dimensions than the nominal relaxed cross-section of the wads 12 for compressive frictional engagement of the respective wad to retain the wad 12 in the carrier 4 during handling and,
where necessary, during use. The end of the central straight section 16 closest to the first surface 8 joins a first chamfer-tapered section 18 which extends to the first surface 8 with a first included chamfer angle. The other end of the central straight section 16 closest to the second surface 10 joins a second chamfer-tapered section 20 which extends to the second surface 10 and has a second included chamfer angle. The cross sectional configuration and size of the tapered sections preferably are such that the wad 12 is free of engagement with those walls over a substantial portion of its axial length adjacent each end. The outer openings at the surfaces 8 and 10 are substantially larger than the cross-section of the wads 12.

The respective lengths of the central straight section 16, the first tapered section 18 and the second tapered section 20 may be proportioned, as well as the angles of the first and second chamfer angles, depending upon the thickness of the carrier 4, the diameter of the wads 12, the necessary engagement forces for retaining the button wads in the carrier during handling and service, and the desired resiliency of the contacts, as explained in greater detail below.

The carrier 4 preferably is molded or machined with the configuration for the holes 6 as shown in Figure 2. For example, the carriers 4 may be formed by injection molding of suitable electrically insulating materials. Those materials should have good flow characteristics at molding temperatures to assure formation of the fine detail required for the small hole configurations, particularly when molding thin carriers 4. Core pins of complementary configuration define the holes of the
selected configuration in the molds. Specific examples of suitable moldable materials include polyesters, such as
the product sold by E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. under the tradename Rynite and liquid crystal polymers such as the
product marketed by Hoechst Celanese Corporation under the tradename Vectra. Smooth inner wall surfaces of the holes are assured by a molding process, even when glass fiber fillers are included to enhance the stability of the final board product.

The desired hole configuration is also easily secured with a carrier 4 which is suitably machined from a solid sheet or board. The hole 6 is bored completely through the carrier 4 so that it extends from the first surface 8 to the second surface 10 with a diameter corresponding to that desired for the central section 16. The first tapered section 18 is formed in the hole 6 by chamfering the hole 6 to the desired depth and first slope angle from the first surface 8. The second tapered section 20 is formed in the hole 6 by chamfering the hole 6 to the desired depth and second chamfer angle from the second surface 10 thereby completing this configuration for the hole 6 with the first tapered section 18, the second tapered section 20 and the central straight section 16 therebetween. Forming the holes by such machining usually is more economical for short production runs. However, more care is required to secure smooth inner wall surfaces in the holes. Also, use of glass fiber fillers in the substrate preferably is avoided when the holes are to be machined as the imbedded fibers tend to result in rough inner wall surfaces in holes formed by machining.
Rough inner walls can catch individual strands of wire which may interfere with the desired resilient operation of the button contacts.

The wad 12 for each of the holes 6 may be inserted through either the first tapered section 18 or the second tapered section 20 and pushed through the hole 6 until it seats as desired, as shown in Figure 2. The enlarged outer ends and respective tapers of the end sections facilitate the entry of each wad into the respective hole and prevent the individual conductors in the wad 12 from catching on the wall of the hole 6 as the wad 12 is inserted. They also reduce insertion resistance because the wad 12 is only compressively engaged in the hole 6 along the length of the central straight section 16, due to its relatively narrow diameter. Both the lengths and the chamfer angles of the first tapered section 18 and the second tapered section 20 determine the resiliency of their respective button contact end portion, as described in detail below.

Alternately, another embodiment of the invention is suitable for some applications where the button contacts 14 along the second surface 10 require more wad-to-wall clearance than might otherwise be practical with the first tapered section 18 of the hole 6 described above. Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional view of the button board 2 corresponding to Figure 2 with this alternate embodiment configuration for the holes 6. Each of the holes 6 has the central straight section 16 intermediate the first surface 8 and the second surface 10. The end of the central straight section 16 closest to the first surface 8 joins with the first tapered section 18, as described above in connection with the preferred
embodiment shown in Figure 2. However, the other end of the central straight section 16 joins with a second straight section 22 which extends to the second surface 10 and has a uniform counterbore diameter greater than the diameter of the hole 6 represented by the diameter of the central section 16. The respective lengths of the first tapered section 18, the central straight section 16 and the second straight section 22 may be proportioned, as well as the first chamfer angle proportioned and counterbore diameter sized, depending upon the thickness of the carrier 4, the diameter of the wads 12 and the desired resiliency of the button contacts 14, as explained in further detail below. The carrier 4 may be molded with the configuration for the holes 6 as shown in Figure 4, or machined, as noted above.

For this embodiment, the wad 12 for each of the holes 6 preferably is inserted into the first tapered section 18 and pushed through the hole 6 until it seats as desired, as shown in Figure 6. The taper of the first section 18 facilitates entry of the wad 12 into the end opening of the hole and reduces the area in which the individual conductors in the wad 12 can catch on the wall of the hole 6 as the wad 12 is inserted. The first tapered section 18 and the second straight section 22 both reduce insertion resistance because the wad 12 is only compressively engaged in the hole 6 along the length of the central straight section 16, because of its relatively narrow diameter. The lengths of the first tapered section 18 and the second straight section 22 determine the resiliency of their respective button contact end portions, as do the clearance between the ends of the wad
12 with the respective walls of the first tapered section 18 and the second straight section 22, as explained in more detail below.

The operation of the preferred embodiment of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 6. The button board 2 is sandwiched between a first circuit board 24 and a second circuit board 26. The first circuit board 24 has an electrically insulated first board barrier 28 carrying electrical circuitry elements with at least one first board surface contact 30, but typically a plurality of the first board surface contacts 30. Each one of the surface contacts 30 is located to coincidentally abut one corresponding button end 14 of a different one of the wads 12 in the button board 2. As shown in Figure 6, the surface contacts 30 are relatively broad thin flat conductive contact areas or "pads" on the respective exposed surface of the circuit board. The button contacts 14 in abutment contact with the surface contacts 30 are pressed inwardly relative to the surface of the carrier 4 whereby the button is resiliently compressed essentially to the point of co-planar relation with the respective surface 8 or 10 as shown in Figure 6. No precise alignment of the button and pad is required. The surface contacts 30 have extremely thin contact surfaces, typically in the range of 0.0015 to 0.003 inch thick, and they preferably have a diameter which is in the range of 50 percent larger than the diameter of button contacts 14 so that precise alignment is not required. The surface contacts 30 may be of larger diameter than the surface openings of the holes 6, as shown in Figure 6, or may be smaller to allow their protrusion into the openings.
The compressive force incident to the resilient compression of the wad 12 provides compressive force engagement of the button contact 14 of the wad 12 and the respective surface contact 30. The wad-to-wall clearance provided by the tapered holes allows the button contacts 14 to be resiliently compressed by the surface contacts 30 with predictable forces and attendant predictable contact pressure and electrical resistance. The improved resiliency also gives the button contacts 14 increased resistance to shifting off-center when compressed. Any shifting of the button contacts 14 or loosened strands, such as may be caused by lateral abrasive movement between the circuit boards and the button board, will remain within the limits of the large open end of the hole and thus will be captured and received therein. This avoids interference of the wad conductor strands with the face-to-face positioning of the board components and permits solid predictable electronic circuit coupling and close button-to-button spacing without the risk of short circuits due to inter-button spill-over from loose conductor ends or off-center shift of the button contacts 14 on the first surface 8 between the button board 2 and the board 24.

Similarly, the second circuit board 26 has an electrically insulated barrier 32 with at least one second board surface contact 32, but typically a plurality of the second board surface contacts 32, each one of the surface contacts 32 arranged to coincidentally couple with the other button contacts 14 of the wads 12 in the button board 2, just as described above in connection with the surface contacts 30 of the first board 24. Thus, the surface contacts 30 of the first board 24 are coupled
directly to the corresponding surface contacts 32 on the second board 26 through the respective wads 12 of the button board 2.

It is apparent that the respective lengths of the first tapered section 18, the central straight section 16 and the second tapered section 20 may be adjusted to suit different coupling arrangements and requirements. Furthermore, the first and second chamfer angles for the first tapered section 18 and the second tapered section 20 respectively may also be adjusted for different coupling arrangements and requirements. Finally, the protrusion of the button contacts 14 from the first surface 8 and the second surface 10 is adjustable to suit different operating conditions and requirements.

For example, the first and second included chamfer angles for the first tapered section 18 and the second tapered section 20 respectively have been varied with success from approximately 15 degrees when used with the button board carrier 4 having a total thickness of in the range of 0.100 inch, and with a wad 12 length in the range of 0.125 inch from one of the button contacts 14 to the other, to much greater chamfer angles, in the range of 60 degrees, with a carrier 4 thickness of approximately 0.030 inch and a wad 12 length in the range of 0.050 inch between its respective button contacts 14, with wad 12 diameters in the range of 0.040 inch.

The operation of an alternate embodiment is shown in Figure 7. Here, the button board 2 is sandwiched between the first circuit board 34 and third circuit connectors 36 and 38. The coupling of the first circuit board 34 with the button board 2 is generally as described above for the preferred embodiment in connection with
Figure 6 except that the contacts 30A are of configurations and dimensions to protrude into the openings and partially nest in the ends of the button wads 12. The enlarged portions of the holes accommodate any related expansion of the wad and also allow lateral movement of the engaged board.

Each of the third circuit connectors 36, 37 and 38 has an electrically insulative third substrate or circuit board 40 with at least one slim, pin-like, rigid, conductive contact 30B, 30C protruding outwardly for penetration into the subjacent end portion of a wad 12. The resilience of the internal random spring mesh structure of the button wads 12 as well as the freedom for limited lateral movement of the button contact 14 of each wad 12 in its hole allows for lateral movement of the connectors 36, 37 and 38 after the connector is seated on the carrier 4 with its contact 30B, 30C in the respective wad 12. Such lateral movement may be useful, for example, in moving a component on which the connector is mounted laterally into engagement with another component, such as a heat sink, after the component is seated on the carrier 4. Thus, lateral surface-to-surface contact may be established between components for operational purposes while avoiding such contact during the insertion movement.

In the connector 38, the circuit board 40 is mounted normal to the board 4 in a holder body 41, and a conductor 44 connects the board circuit to the contact 30C.

Of course, the button contacts 14 need not protrude from each side of the button board 2 as shown in the examples described above. The button board may have the buttons contacts 14 recessed along the first surface 8, or both the first surface 8 and the second surface 10,
for applications including circuit contacts with long pins or slugs, for example, as shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Also, in some uses, only one end of their contacts need be exposed for engagement by another circuit component.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate two specific configurations of holes 6 which have been found satisfactory in practical applications. Referring first to Figure 10, the carrier 4 is nominally 0.032 inch thick. The centered cylindrical neck portion 16 of the hole 6 is 0.0385 inch in diameter and 0.006 inch in axial length, and each of the end portions is about 0.013 inch long, measured axially, and of a truncated conical configuration coaxial with the centerline of hole 6 and having sides tapering outwardly from the center portion at an included chamfer angle A of 38 degrees. This configuration is satisfactory for retention and operation of cylindrical button wads 12 formed of a randomly bent fine wire and having a relaxed (nonstressed) outside diameter of 0.040 inch and a length in the range of 0.055 to 0.060 inch.

The carrier 4 of Figure 11 is nominally 0.100 inch thick. The centered cylindrical neck portion 16 is 0.016 inch long and 0.0385 inch in diameter, with the end portions 18 and 20 each about 0.042 inch long and tapering outward from the center portion at an included chamfer angle of 15 degrees, to receive cylindrical button wads 12 also formed of fine wire and having an outside diameter of 0.040 inch and length in the range of 0.125 to 0.140 inch. Of course, many other configurations may be suitable for specific applications. In general, for wad 12 diameters D is in the range of 0.020 to 0.060 inch, the diameter of the cylindrical neck portion 16 can be expressed as
D - 0.0025 inch.

Figure 12 is a cross-section of a spacing connector 50 of substantial thickness for interconnecting components such as two circuit boards where adequate clearance must be provided between those boards for mounting of other components on one or both of the opposed faces of the circuit boards. The illustrated connector is of relatively narrow width (normal to the plane of Figure 12) and is of appropriate plan configuration, or two or more such connectors are used in spaced relation to one another, to accommodate such other components in open space between the circuit boards which will abut opposite surfaces 8 and 10.

The assembly 50 illustrates a number of instances of use of shaped cavities for the button wads 12, employing teachings of this invention. Here the basic construction of the connector is two thick connector halves 52, which are mirror images of one another, except that one includes an integral end body structure at 53. Each body half 52 is formed with elongated openings 54 extending from the inner surface 56 to the outer surface 58. Each of those openings comprises a double chamfered outer portion 60 similar to the holes shown in Figure 10, for receiving and retaining a cylindrical wire button wad 12, and an inner cylindrical portion extending from the inner end of the portion 60 to the respective inner surface 56. The body halves 52 may include adhesive for assisting in holding the assembled halves together if desired. An elongated conductive slug 64 is provided for each aligned pair of openings 54 as illustrated. Each of the slugs 64 includes an enlarged spacing and gripping band portion 66 adjacent each end for desirably
positioning the slug centrally of the respective hole 54. These band portions or other protuberances may have press-fit engagement with the walls of the holes 54 as means for securing the components together.

In the course of assembly of the connector 50, a wad 12 is placed in each selected hole 54 of one of the body halves 52 and the slugs 64 are then inserted in those holes 54 thereby forcing the wad 12 into the respective end hole portions 60, with the outer button contact 14 protruding outwardly of the respective surface 58, and establishing firm conductive contact between the inner button contact 14 of that wad 12 and the respective end of the slug 64. The slugs 64 are of larger diameter that the diameter of the inner section of each hole portion 60, which limits and controls the positioning of the slugs 64 and the wads 12. The wads 12 then are placed in the holes 54 of the other body half 52 and that body half 12 is pressed onto the extending ends of the slugs 64 to similarly force those wads 12 into their respective end portions 60, with protruding outer button contacts 14, and establish conductive contact with the second ends of the slugs 64 as illustrated. It will be appreciated that a spacer button board connector assembly thereby is provided for effecting direct interconnection between circuits of components at the opposite outer surfaces 58.

The connector 50 also includes a ground plane plate 68 and a power plate as at 70. Correspondingly shaped holes 72 and 74 are provided through opposite portions 76 of the insulating body of connector 50 which receive wads 12 for contacting the ground plane and power
plate presenting exposed outer button contacts 14 for contact engagement with suitable connective elements of the components associated with the connector 50.

In the assemblies illustrated in Figures 13, 14 and 15, a movable plunger-type contact element engages one contact 14 of the respective wad 12 in a manner to obtain resilient movement of that plunger axially of the button wad 12, by virtue of the resilience of that wad 12. Figures 13 and 14 illustrates such use, for example, in a microchip tester. In Figure 13, a T-shaped contact plunger 80 is mounted in an opening 81 of complementary configuration in an insulative plunger board 82. The plunger 80 includes an enlarged circular base portion 83 received within a counterbore portion of hole 81 and a contact stem 84 extending through an aperture of reduced diameter from the counterbore portion to the opposite surface. The outer end of stem portion 84 is intended to conductively contact an appropriate contacting portion of a circuit element of an opposed component, such as the contact pad 86 on, and which is connected to the circuitry of a microchip holder 88. A button board 2 includes wads 12 having one button contact 14 projecting upwardly into the counterbore portion of recess 81 for resilient compressive engagement with the lower surface of the plunger 80. The opposite button contact 14 of the wad 12 is in conductive engagement with a surface contact 30 of a circuit board 28.

In this construction, chamfered portions are provided at each end of the holes through which the wads 12 may project, as illustrated at 18 and 20. In this arrangement, the compressive resilience of the wad 12 is relied upon for positioning of the contact plunger 20.
The interposition of such a plunger arrangement may be advantageous where the use involves a high number of cycles of contacting and removal of the contact components associated with one end of the button, which might involve high wear and degradation of the respective end surface portion of the button.

Figure 14 shows a double-sided plunger board assembly 90 which uses two of the insulated plunger boards 82 mounted back-to-back. Each of the plunger boards 82 has at least one of the openings 81, and the openings 81 on each of the plunger boards 82 are axially aligned with each other. Each of the openings 81 in each of the plunger boards 82 have respective plungers 80 mounted within them to extend their contact stems 84 beyond the outer surfaces of the plunger boards 82. A wad 12 mounted between each respective pair of the plungers 80 in the openings 81 compressively extends the plungers 80 away from each other, thereby forcing their respective stems 84 to fully extend from the outer surfaces of the plunger boards 82. In this case, the wad 12 floats freely within the openings 81 of the plunger boards 82. The double-sided plunger board assembly 90 allows the contact pads 86 of the two different holders 88 to be coupled. The pads 86 compressively engage respective contact stems 84 of the plungers 80 due to the resilience of the wad 12.

In the embodiment of Figure 15, the wad 12 is mounted in a hole 6 extending through the carrier 4, as shown in Figure 4, with its lower button contact 14 exposed for engagement with an appropriate contact component as in the other embodiments. Its upper button contact 14 extends through a large counterbore opening 22 which also accommodates a dome-shaped plunger contact
element 94 engaged over the upper button contact 14 of the wad 12. The element 94 has reciprocal movement within the enlarged upper end 22 of the hole 6. An insulating retainer sheet 96, with openings 97 therein smaller than the outside diameter of flanges 98 on the plunger 94, is bonded to the upper surface 8 of the carrier 4 and overlaps the flanges 98 of the plunger contact 94 to capture the contact and retain it in position on the wad 12 for its reciprocal movement, as described. Again, the enlarged portions of the hole 6, including the chamfered section 18 and the counterebore section 22 provide freedom of compressive movement of the respective button contacts 14 of the wad 12 and the other advantages noted above in respect to the advantageous configurations of this invention.

It will be appreciated that many other configurations, uses and applications of this invention will occur to those skilled in the art, particularly in view of the teachings of this invention.

Thus, there has been described herein methods and apparatus for improving button boards with a button board configuration having specially configured cavities to provide ease of assembly, preserve resilient movement of the buttons over their full intended operational range, provide better button centering, avoid short-circuiting, and also allow construction of thick button boards with wads of suitable length.

It will be understood that various changes in the details, arrangements and configurations of the parts and assemblies which have been described and illustrated herein in order to explain the nature of the invention may
be made by those skilled in the art within the principle and scope of the present invention as expressed in the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. An electrical contact interface member of the type which includes a resilient wadded conductor contact element disposed in a cavity within an electrically non-conductive carrier component and which cavity has one end thereof open through one surface of said carrier component, with the end surface of one end portion of said wadded contact element exposed through said cavity opening, wherein said cavity is defined by wall portions of said component and comprises an inward first portion which includes means for engaging said wadded wire contact element and retaining said element in said carrier component and a second portion which extends inward through said surface toward said first portion and receives therein said end portion of said element, said second portion of said cavity being of a cross-sectional configuration and dimensions at least as large as the nominal relaxed cross-sectional configuration and dimensions of said end portion of said contact element disposed therewith to allow free axial movement of said end portion of said element within said second portion of said cavity, whereby said end portion of said element is free for compressive movement within said second portion of said cavity.

2. The invention as in claim 1 wherein said second portion of said cavity has cross-sectional dimensions greater than said nominal relaxed cross-sectional dimensions of said end portion of said contact element.
3. The invention as in claim 1 wherein said second portion of said cavity has cross-sectional dimensions at said surface which are substantially greater than said nominal relaxed cross-sectional dimensions of said end portion of said element.

4. The invention as in claim 3 wherein said second portion is of a tapered configuration which progressively diminishes in cross-section inwardly from said surface.

5. The invention as in claim 4 wherein the walls of said second portion are tapered at an angle in the range of 15 to 60 degrees relative to the central axis of said cavity.

6. The invention as in claim 3 wherein said second portion is of a right circular cylindrical configuration.

7. The invention as in claim 1 wherein said means for engaging and retaining said contact element comprises an inner portion of said cavity being of cross-sectional configuration and dimensions less than the nominal relaxed dimensions of a corresponding portion of said contact element, said corresponding portion of said contact element being frictionally engaged by the wall portions of said component defining said inner portion.

8. The invention as in claim 1 wherein said end portion of said element projects outward from said recess, beyond said surface of said component, when said element
is in an uncompressed state, and said element being compressible into said cavity under normal conditions of compressive engagement therewith by an electrically conductive surface element of a complementary component.

9. The invention as in claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 or 8 wherein said carrier component has two substantially parallel surfaces, said cavity extending through said carrier component and including said first portion intermediate said surfaces and a said second portion communicating with each of said surfaces and said contact element extends through said first portion and into each of said second portions.

10. The invention as in claim 9 wherein said contact element is of a substantially uniform cylindrical configuration throughout its length and of a nominal relaxed diameter greater than the diameter of said first portion of said cavity, whereby said contact is retained in said barrier component by frictional engagement with the wall portions thereof defining said inner portion and the portions of said contact in said second portions of said cavity being free of restriction by the wall portions of said carrier component which define said second portions.

11. The invention as in claim 9 wherein said carrier component is formed with a plurality of said cavities distributed in a predetermined array therein and a plurality of said resilient wadded conductor contacts are so disposed in selected ones of said cavities.
12. The invention as in claim 11 and wherein said non-conductive carrier component having said cavities therein is a product formed by molding.

13. The invention as in claim 1 wherein said wadded conductor is a wadded fine conductor wire.

14. The invention as in claim 1 and wherein said non-conductive carrier component having said cavities therein is a product formed by molding.

15. A method of interconnecting electronic surface contacts through an electrically insulated circuit interface carrier having a first surface and a second surface opposite said first surface, comprising the steps of:

forming at least one hole having a hole diameter through said carrier from said first surface to said second surface;

forming each of said holes with a chamfer adjacent said first surface of said carrier to form a first chamfer-tapered section with a first chamfer angle for each of said holes;

forming of each of said holes with an enlargement adjacent said second surface of said carrier to form a second section having a greater intra-wall separation than said hole diameter for each of said holes;

forming wadded electric current conductor contacts for selected ones of said holes with a wad diameter larger than said hole diameter; and
inserting one of said wadded conductor contacts through each selected one of said holes to arrange each of said conductor contacts to extend from said first chamfer-tapered section into said second section in each of said holes.

16. The invention recited in claim 15, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of arranging the extension of said conductor contacts to protrude from said first surface and said second surface of said carrier.

17. The invention recited in claim 15, wherein said step of forming said wadded conductor contacts comprises the step of randomly wadding fine diameter wire.

18. The invention recited in claim 15, further comprising the step of forming said carrier by molding wherein said holes, including said chamfered first sections and said enlarged second sections, are formed in the molding step.

19. A method of interconnecting electronic surface contacts through an electrically insulated circuit interface carrier having a first surface and a second surface opposite said first surface, comprising the steps of:

   boring at least one hole having a hole diameter through said carrier from said first surface to said second surface;
chamfering each of said bored holes from said first surface of said carrier to form a first chamfer-tapered section with a first chamfer angle for each of said bored holes;

chamfering each of said bored holes from said second surface of said carrier to form a second chamfer-tapered section with a second chamfer angle for each of said bored holes;

wadding electric current conductors to form conductor wads for selected ones of said holes with a wad diameter larger than said hole diameter; and

inserting each one of said conductor wads through each different one of said selected holes to arrange each of said conductor wads to substantially extend from said first chamfer-tapered section to said second chamfer-tapered section in each of said holes.

20. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of arranging the extension of said conductor wads to protrude from said first surface and said second surface of said carrier.

21. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of arranging the extension of said conductor wads to substantially extend from said first surface to said second surface of said barrier.

22. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of arranging the extension of said conductor wads to recede from said first surface and said second surface of said barrier.
23. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of wadding comprises randomly wadding fine diameter wire.

24. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of chamfering each said hole from said first surface comprises chamfering said first chamfer-tapered section with said first chamfer angle in the range of 15 to 60 degrees.

25. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of chamfering each said hole from said second surface comprises chamfering said first chamfer-tapered section with said first chamfer angle in the range of 15 to 60 degrees.

26. The method recited in claim 19, wherein said step of chamfering each said hole from said second surface comprises chamfering said second chamfer-tapered section with said second chamfer angle substantially the same as said first chamfer angle.

27. A method of interconnecting electronic surface contracts through an electrically insulated circuit interface carrier having a first surface and a second surface opposite said first surface, comprising the steps of:

   boring at least one hole having a hole diameter through said carrier from said first surface to said second surface;
chamfering each of said bored holes from said first surface of said carrier to form a first chamfer-tapered section with a first chamfer for each of said bored holes;

counterboring each of said bored holes with a counterbore diameter larger than said hole diameter from said second surface of said carrier to form a counterbored section with a counterbore depth for each of said bored holes;

wadding electric current conductors to form conductor wads for selected ones of said holes with a wad diameter larger than said hold diameter; and

inserting each one of said conductor wads through each different one of said selected holes to arrange each of said conductor wads to substantially extend from said chamfer-tapered section to said counterbored section in each of said holes.

28. The method recited in claim 27, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of the extension of said conductor wads to protrude from said first surface and said second surface of said barrier.

29. The method recited in claim 27, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of arranging the extension of said conductor wads to substantially extend from said first surface to said second surface of said barrier.
30. The method recited in claim 27, wherein said step of inserting comprises the step of arranging the extension of said conductor wads to recede from said first surface and said second surface of said barrier.

31. The method recited in claim 27, wherein said step of wadding comprises the step of randomly wadding fine diameter wire.

32. The method recited in claim 27, wherein said step of chamfering each said hole from said first surface comprises chamfering said chamfer-tapered section with said chamfer angle in the range of 15 to 60 degrees.

33. An electrically insulated circuit interface carrier including electronic circuit connectors for providing interconnecting surface contacts through said carrier from a first carrier surface to a second carrier surface opposite said first barrier surface, comprising:

at least one hole passing through said carrier from said first surface to said second surface, each of said holes including a central hole section having a central section diameter, a first chamfer-tapered section from said first surface to said central section with a first chamfer angle, and a second enlarged section from said second surface to said central section with an intra-wall separation greater than said central section; and

at least one electric current conductor wad, a different one of said conductor wads mounted in each different one of said holes by compressive engagement of
said central section with each of said conductor wads extending substantially from said first section to said second section in each of said holes.

34. The interface carrier recited in claim 33, wherein said second section comprises a chamfer-tapered section with a second chamfer angle.

35. The interface carrier recited in claim 34, wherein each of said conductor wads protrude from said first surface and said second surface of said barrier.

36. The interface carrier recited in claim 34, wherein each of said conductor wads substantially extend from said first surface to said second surface of said barrier.

37. The interface carrier recited in claim 34, wherein each of said conductor wads recede from said first surface of said barrier.

38. The interface carrier recited in claim 34, wherein said conductor wads comprise randomly wadded fine diameter wire.

39. The interface carrier recited in claim 34, wherein said first chamfer-tapered section has said first chamfer angle in the range of 15 to 60 degrees.

40. The interface carrier recited in claim 34, wherein said second chamfer-tapered section has said second chamfer angle is the range of 15 to 60 degrees.
41. The interface carrier recited in claim 19, wherein said second chamfer angle is substantially the same as said first chamfer angle.

42. The interface carrier recited in claim 19, wherein said first surface and said second surface have a separation in the range of 0.030 to 0.100 inch.

43. The interface carrier recited in claim 17, wherein said conductor wad diameter is in the range of 0.020 to 0.040 inch.

44. The interface carrier recited in claim 33, wherein said second section comprises a counterbored section with a counterbore diameter and a counterbore depth.

45. The interface carrier recited in claim 44, wherein each of said conductor wads protrude from said first surface and said second surface of said carrier.

46. The interface carrier recited in claim 44, wherein each of said conductor wads substantially extend from said first surface to said second surface of said carrier.

47. The interface carrier recited in claim 44, wherein each of said conductor wads recede from said first surface of said carrier.
48. The interface carrier recited in claim 44, wherein said conductor wads comprise randomly wadded fine diameter wire.

49. The interface carrier recited in claim 44, wherein said chamfer-tapered section has said chamfer angle in the range of 15 to 60 degrees.

50. The interface carrier recited in claim 44, wherein said first surface and said second surface have a separation in the range of 0.030 to 0.100 inch.

51. The apparatus recited in claim 44, wherein said conductor wad diameter is in the range of 0.020 to 0.040 inch.
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